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Enhancing current-perpendicular magnetoresistance in Permalloy-based
exchange-biased spin valves by increasing spin-memory
loss

J. Y. Gu, S. D. Steenwyk,a) A. C. Reilly,b) W. Park, R. Loloee, J. Bass,c)

and W. P. Pratt, Jr.
Department of Physics and Astronomy, Center for Fundamental Materials Research and Center for Sensor
Materials, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824-1116

Inserting a thin (t* 50.5 or 1 nm! layer of the antiferromagnet FeMn into the ‘‘free’’ Permalloy~Py!
layer of a sputtered, current-perpendicular exchange-biased spin valve, Nb/FeMn/Py~pinned!/Cu/Py
~free!/Nb, is shown to enhanceADR, the difference in specific resistance between the states where
the magnetizations of the two Py layers are parallel and antiparallel to each other. Such an increase
is taken as evidence that spin-memory loss~spin relaxation! due to the FeMn is strong, and that
judicious insertion of a source of spin relaxation into a multilayer with high specific resistance
contacts can enhanceADR, the numerator of the magnetoresistance. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~00!57308-3#
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Normally, one expects that increasing spin-memory l
~spin relaxation! in a magnetic multilayer will decrease th
magnetoresistance~MR!. But extension of current-
perpendicular~CPP! Valet-Fert~VF! theory1 predicts that the
CPP-MR can increase if a thin layer of a material X th
produces strong spin relaxation is properly located withi
ferromagnetic~F! layer in a sample that has superconduct
~S! contacts. Achieving an increase requires satisfying t
conditions:~1! the spin relaxation in X~or at the X/F inter-
face! must be strong enough, and~2! the specific resistanc
(ARX/F) of the X/F interface must be smaller than th
(ARS/F) of the S/F interface. Prior studies2 show that the
spin-relaxation length in thick (tFeMn58 nm! FeMn layers is
very short (l s f

FeMn;1 nm! and the present study give
ARFeMn/Py ~Py5Permalloy5Ni86Fe14)50.660.2 fV m2

!ARNb/Py53.061 fV m2. We describe the apparent obse
vation of an increase inADR upon inserting 0.5 and 1 nm
thick layers of X5FeMn into F5Py in samples with S5Nb.
Since a similar increase inADR should be achievable when
ever the CPP-MR is measured with high specific resista
contacts, this result has potential technological implicatio

To explain this behavior, we start with a simple F/N
sandwich~N5nonmagnetic metal! with current flowing per-
pendicular to the layers, uniformly through areaA. The MR
is then

MR5@AR~AP!2AR~P!#/AR~P!5ADR/AR~P!, ~1!

where the intrinsic quantities are the specific resistan
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~areaA times resistanceR! in the states with the magnetiza
tions M of the two F layers parallel~P! or antiparallel~AP!
to each other.3 Hereafter, we focus upon the numerator
Eq. ~1!, ADR, the change in specific resistance between
and P states. To achieve uniform current flow, one m
attach contacts to the sample. Our contacts are Nb, w
superconducts at our measuring temperature of 4.2 K.

The ideal sample is then Nb/F/N/F/Nb, and the F/N
interfaces contribute specific resistancesARNb/F that we as-
sume are independent of the direction of electron spin al
~↑! or opposite to~↓! the localM . We define F-layer and F/N
interface anisotropies by the usual parametersb5(rF

↓

2rF
↑)/(rF

↓1rF
↑) and g5(ARF/N

↓ 2ARF/N
↑ )/(ARF/N

↓ 1ARF/N
↑ ),

whererF
↓,↑ (ARF/N

↓,↑ ) are the F-layer resistivities~F/N inter-
face specific resistances! for spin ↓,↑. If the spin-diffusion
length in F is ‘‘infinite’’ ~i.e., l s f

F @tF), ADR should be given
by the two-current series-resistor model1,3

ADR54~brF* tF1gARF/N* !2/~2rF* tF1rNtN12ARF/N*

12ARS/F!, ~2!

with rF* 5(rF
↓1rF

↑)/4 and similarly forARF/N* .
If a thin layer of a metal X that causes complete sp

relaxation at the F/X interface is placed just inside of one
the two S/F interfaces, then VF analysis gives

ADR54~brF* tF1gARF/N* !2/~2rF* tF1rNtN12ARF/N*

1ARS/F1ARX/F!. ~3!

That is, the addition of X between the F and S layers has
separate effects. First, it addsARX/F to the denominator of
Eq. ~3!, as would be expected from the series-resistor mo
But second, as a consequence of the VF generalization o
series-resistor model, complete relaxation at the X/F in

ds,

y,
1 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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face eliminates both the expected additional termrXtX and
the associatedARS/F, both of which lie outside of the MR-
active region now bounded by that X/F interface. IfARX/F

,ARS/F, ADR should then increase over its value in Eq.~2!.
To control the AP and P states, we deposit an 8 nm th
antiferromagnetic FeMn ‘‘pinning layer’’ next to one of th
F layers to make an exchange-biased spin valve~EBSV!.4

This FeMn layer ‘‘pins’’ theM of the adjacent~pinned! Py
layer so that it remains fixed at magnetic fields large eno
to reverse theM of the other ‘‘free’’ Py layer that contains
the thin FeMn insert.2 To grow the FeMn in the structur
needed for pinning, we insert a 10 nm Cu layer betwe
the Nb and the FeMn.5 With Py as our F metal, our EBSV
is then Nb~250!/Cu~10!/FeMn~8!/Py~12!/Cu~20!/Py(t)/
FeMn(t* )/Py(122t)/Cu~10!/Nb~250!, where the layer
thicknesses are, in nm,t* 50.5 or 1 nm,t is adjustable be-
tween 1 and 11 nm, and the last Cu layer minimizes
coercive field,Hc , of the free Py layer. The outer Nb laye
are crossed strips 1 mm wide. Their superconductivity
sures a uniform current flow through their overlap areaA
;1 mm2.6 Separate work shows that Cu layers in cont
with superconducting Nb become superconducting by
proximity effect, so their presence can be mostly neglec
Further details of our sample geometry and our sputte
and measuring techniques are given elsewhere.6

Because the FeMn/Py interface produces very str
spin relaxation,2 using FeMn as the pinning layer in ou
EBSVs leads to replacement of theARS/F next to the FeMn
pinning layer byARFeMn/F in the denominators of both Eqs
~2! and~3!. This replacement has only a second order eff
on the difference between Eqs.~2! and ~3! described above
In addition, sincel s f

Py is not infinite (l s f
Py55.561 nm!,2 we

must fit our data numerically using equations based upon
theory that are more complex than Eqs.~2! and ~3!. More-
over, while our prior studies2 argued thatl s f

FeMn;1 nm in 8
nm thick layers of antiferromagnetic FeMn, we did not kno
if spin relaxation would be as strong in very thin FeMn la
ers. Our new results suggest that it is. For strong spin re
ation in the thin FeMn layers, the proper comparison st
dard is the EBSV Nb~250!/Cu~10!/FeMn~8!/Py~12!/Cu~20!/
Py(t)/Cu~10!/Nb~250!.

Figure 1 compares normalized values ofAR for a com-
parison standard with those for two more-complex EBS
with t* 50.5 or 1 nm layers inserted into the free Py lay
The most important features of Fig. 1 are that~1! the AP and
P states are well defined both for the samples witht* 50.5
and 1 nm and for the comparison standard, and~2! the hys-
teresis curves for the samples with thin FeMn inserts
asymmetric aboutH50. These asymmetries mean thatt*
50.5 and 1 nm thick FeMn layers still produce some e
change bias at 4.2 K, consistent with prior results.7

Data such as those in Fig. 1 let us determine value
ADR as functions oft. The results fort* 50.5 and 1 nm and
for the comparison standard are shown in Fig. 2, which c
tains the main experimental results of this article. For a giv
value oft, the data fort* 50.5 nm perhaps lie slightly abov
those fort* 51 nm and both clearly lie above those for th
standard. For brevity, we neglect any differences between
data fort* 50.5 and 1 nm. To explain the data in Fig. 2, w
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propose that the thin FeMn inserts produce strong spin re
ation, leading to replacement of a large value ofARNb/Py in
the denominator of Eq.~2! by a smaller value ofARFeMn/Pyas
in the denominator of Eq.~3!.

To support this proposal, we turn to quantitative ana
sis. To minimize adjustability of parameters, we first pred
how the data of Fig. 2 should behave using parameters
have already published for all of the constituents of t
EBSVs,2 with no adjustment, plus a newly measured value
ARFeMn/Py50.660.2 fV m2. In Fig. 3 the broken curve rep
resents the predictions forADR for our comparison sample
and the dotted curve represents the predictions forADR for
t* 51 nm ~if l s f

FeMn is very short, the predictions fort*
50.5 and 1 nm are the same!. The positive feature of thes
two curves is that their difference is similar to what we o
serve. The negative feature is that the absolute values o
predictions in both cases miss the data—they are too sma
large t and too large at smallt.

In examining both our present comparison data and
previously published data for Py-based EBSVs,2 we find two

FIG. 1. NormalizedAR vs H for t511 nm for a comparison standar
~closed squares and solid curve! and for t* 50.5 nm ~open triangles and
dotted curve! and t* 51 nm ~open circles and dashed curve!.

FIG. 2. ADR vs t for comparison standards~closed squares! and samples
with t* 50.5 nm~open triangles! and t* 51 nm ~open circles!.
P license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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sources for the difference between the prediction of the b
ken curve in Fig. 3 and the comparison standard data~closed
squares!.

First, our new comparisonADR data for t512 nm are
larger than our prior equivalent data2 by ;15%. Since taking
those prior data, we have changed the argon cleaning sys
the computer control program, and the masks. We now h
several sets of data suggesting that our new values ofADR
for Py-based EBSVs with thick Py layers are, on avera
about 15% larger than the data in Ref. 2. A straightforw
way to correct this difference is to increase our ‘‘best e
mate’’ of b50.73 ~60.07! to 0.77, still well within our
original estimate of uncertainty.

Second, both our prior and new data fall below pred
tion for very thint (t<3 nm!. In analyzing our prior data, we
neglected this ‘‘problem,’’ assuming that the thin layer da
were less reliable due to interfacial intermixing and fin
interface thickness. Because of the importance of the tht
data in the present study, we cannot neglect such data
must find a way to treat them. Among the alternatives tri
the simplest seems to be to assume that the appropriate t
ness of the Py for the analysis is less than the intended th

FIG. 3. Experimental data for comparison standards~closed squares! and for
t* 51 nm ~open circles!. The broken and solid curves are the initial an
modified calculations for the comparison standards. The dotted and da
curves are the initial and modified calculations for samples witht* 51 nm.
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ness because of finite thickness of the interface
presumably alloys of Py/Cu~Ref. 8! or Py/FeMn. From other
studies,9 interfacial thicknesses due to alloying in our spu
tered samples seem to extend over a range of 0.6–0.9
We can fit our comparison data in Fig. 3 by subtracting
nm from each Py layer thickness for each Py/Cu interfa
including the one next to the Nb for the comparison standa
The combined effect of increasingb to 0.77 and subtracting
0.7 nm from each Py/Cu interface is shown in Fig. 3 as
solid curve for our comparison standards and as the das
curve for the samples witht* 51 nm. The parameters chose
so that the modified ‘‘predictions’’ fit the comparison sta
dard also fit the data fort* 51 nm rather well.

To conclude, we have shown that inserting thin (t*
50.5 and 1 nm! FeMn layers into the middle of the free P
layer of a Py-based EBSV with Nb contacts leads to a lar
ADR than that for a comparison standard. We propose
this increase is due to introduction of strong spin relaxat
by the thin FeMn inserts, leading to replacement of a lar
ARNb/Py by a smallerARFeMn/Py, in analogy with the differ-
ence between Eqs.~2! and ~3!.
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